RANGE SCORER

- The Range Scorer records the participants’ hits/losses for the event.
- When the Range Officer gives the direction the scorer reads the name of the participants in post order (i.e. John Smith, Barren County Post 1, Brandy Jones, Caldwell County Post 2, etc)
- Each squad will get one “viewing target” and then proceed with one practice shot each that is not recorded.
- The Range Scorer uses “X” for hits and “O” for losses/miss on the score sheet. The scorer marks whatever the Range Officer/Assistant calls. If there is a question about the ‘call’, a protest must be voiced at that moment by the shooter or other range officials.
- The Range Scorer calls a “walk” after every five targets and then reads the scores for that post in order for each participant. (i.e. after first 5 targets are shot by all participants, scorer reads first shooter to fifth shooter listed on the scorecard {Example 5-4-4-5-2}. Proceed to do every five shots until all rounds are completed)

Event age divisions are 9-11, 12-14, and 15-18.
Age 9-11 Division 1 will fire 25 scoring shots, 5 from each station from the 16 yard line.
Age 9-11 Division 2 will fire 50 scoring shots from the 16 yard line.
Age 12-14 Division 1 will fire 50 scoring shots, from the 18 yard line.
Age 12-14 Division 2 will fire 100 scoring shots from the 18 yard line.
Age 15-18 Division 1 will fire 50 scoring shots from the 20 yard line.
Age 15-18 Division 2 will fire 100 scoring shots from the 20 yard line.

- The Range Scorer tallies the total score for each participant after they complete the round. The Range Officer will then wait for cue from you for the participants to come and view their score.
- Spectators are not allowed past line barrier, unless invited by the Range Officer, to view scores nor to protest a score. Notify your Range Officer of any disruptions.
- Always be polite to participants and congratulate them on their score.

RANGE ASSISTANT

- The Range Assistant is there is assist the Range Officer.
- The Range Assistant is the second pair of eyes and ears for the Range Officer.
- Determine who is going to call “losses/misses” for that round or day, will it be you or the Range Officer.
- Whoever calls the ‘loss’ targets must also call the ‘No Target’ for broken thrown targets. The participant must do a re-shoot of that target regardless.
- Assists the participants in any way necessary to allow them to succeed.
- Always be scanning the trap field to look for obstructions. BE ALERT!
- Do not engage with disputes with parents or spectators. Allow the Range Officer to make the call for your range and radio the clubhouse for back-up if needed.
- Remember that SAFETY is always FIRST!